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INTRODUCTION
The aesthetic and intellectual dimensions of this ex
ploration function in an extended range of photography,
which incorporates the use of a camera, to alter or man
ipulate an image, somehow, in order to create and inter
pret a new symbolic meaning for the image. The images I
have encountered in this extended range are "out of focus",
and evoke intuitive feelings, vague notions, and unclear
stimulating ideas; factors which function to define the
realm of premonitory responses. This level of visual
awareness is often encountered, however seldom understood.
Photographs represent the isolation of an event or
occurrence which has come to pass in "real" time. When a
photograph is taken, it isolates "real" time in photographic
time. Because photographic time parallels "real" time,
photographic reality exists in the past. If the photograph,
when taken, has not yet been fully realized, if it merely
appears in a state of extended realistic representation,
then it exists in the pre-present and has not yet fully
reached photographic time. Because of this, the photograph
is not a statement of photographic reality. It is actually
only a statement of possible photographic reality or a
premonition of photographic reality.
V
CALENDER OF PROCEDURES
February 1, 1973- Shooting begins
February 15, 1973 20 rolls developed
February 16, 1973 Toning experimentation with 10 workprints
March 25, 1973 40 rolls developed
April 15, 1973 60 rolls developed plus 20 workprints
May 1, 1973 80 rolls developed plus 30 workprints
May 2, 1973 Editing begins
June 6, 1973 15 finished prints
June 8, 1973 i.2 finished prints and final toning
June 9, 1973 Final editing
June 16, 1973 Thesis presentation
CONCLUSION
The intended affect of a visually oriented thesis, must
be experienced first hand, in order to gain its true mean
ing. Viewing a slide is simply another step away from the
reality which it represents or symbolizes. To view a slide
often only reveals the content of the work of art, with
total disregard for its form. Obviously, therefore, it is
more effective to view the actual print. Therefore I have
included a sample 5x7 inch print toned exactly the same
as the larger thesis prints which were 10 x 15 inches.
The images presented are all photographs about photo
graphy. The small hexagonal lights which appear in the
sample print are a truly photographic statement. Of course
the entire image is photographic, however, these small
patterns, taken out of context, and portrayed through another
medium, would still be photographic in its nature, as is
true of the amount of focus, inherent, from sharpness to
obscurity o
In a statement made by Ernst Hans Josef Gombrich in his
book Art and Illusion^ in an article entitled "Conditions
of Illusion" he makes this statement, regarding the im
pressionists: "Where they tease us with incomplete forms,
they take good care to remain intelligible, so that we can
apprediate their concern with the transitory and elusive
features of visual reality"-- Not all out of focus photographs
are successful in this respect. Such elements as the range
of tonality and the range of obscurity have to be very
cautiously considered. I have presented what I feel are
all visually fertile statements. In each image, a viewer,
might easily experience, intuitive feelings or any abstrac
tion which he chooses to project. The images are symbolic
of the mood, the time, and setting under which the photographs
were taken. The meaning of the images are different to
everyone. The intent of the images are to stimulate the minds
of all who view them.
Gombrich, Ernst Hans Josef Art and Illusion
"Conditions of Illusion" Pantheon 1961 "-
TECHNICAL NOTES
All negatives used were 35 mm, exposed with a single lens
reflex Nikon and were developed in D76 or,D25 developer for
varying lengths of time at 75 F. All prints are
10" x
15"
printed on 16" x 20" Agfa Portriga Rapid paper of number
three hardness, developed in Printofine developer for three
minutes at 72 P.
Selenium toner was used to color and intensify the prints,
A bath consisting of 8 ounces of Kodak Selenium Toner mixed
with 64 ounces of water in a 16" x 20" tray will give a nice
workable solution for toning in about twenty minutes at
approximately 85 F. L-.
All prints are presented in one-hundred percent, rag
free, archival mounts and were developed according to arch
ival standards compiled from a pamphlet distributed by the
National Gallery of Ottawa, Canada entitled Notes on the
Care of Prints and Drawings,^ and from A Guide to Collecting
and Care of Original Prints.3
Notes on the Care of Prints and Drawings
Restoration & Conservation Laboratory National Gallery
of Canada, Ottawa 1973
C. Zigrosser and C. M. Gaehde: A Guide to Collecting
and Care of Original Prints. The Print Council of
America, Crown Publishers, Inc., New York, 1965
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